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Abstract – This paper addresses the problem of dimensioning multi-service

ATM networks, where each service is supported by a different logical network.

In the traditional approach, logical networks are configured with end-to-end

VPCs, which greatly simplifies VCC admission control. This approach does not

explore resource sharing gains since an end-to-end VPC bandwidth is assigned

to each VCC flow. In this paper, we propose a 2-layer hierarchical VPC layout

for the logical networks as an alternative approach to the end-to-end VPC

layout. The 2-layer hierarchical layout divides the network into disjoint regions

and each region has a special node, the border node, responsible for routing

VCC flows to/from other regions. We present an integer programming model for

the problem of dimensioning ATM networks with 2-layer hierarchical VPC

layouts. The network dimensioning problem assigns the capacity and route of all

VPCs and the appropriate border nodes as to achieve the least cost physical

network. Our computational results show that for networks with 10 nodes,

where resource sharing gains are low, substantial cost savings are obtained using

2-layer VPC layouts when compared with the traditional end-to-end VPC

layout.

Index terms – Network dimensioning, ATM, integer programming, virtual

path layouts, blocking probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network, flows of connections,

named Virtual Circuit Connections (VCCs), can be aggregated in Virtual Path

Connections (VPCs). By using the VPC concept, it is possible to configure

different logical networks on top of a physical ATM network leading to an

higher degree of freedom in the way resource management can be implemented

[5,19]. In this paper, we consider that a fixed bandwidth is assigned to each

VPCs and a different VPC layout is configured for each service to be supported

by the network. Given the traffic intensity of all VCC flows for each service, the

capacity and route of each VPC is dependent on the targeted logical network

layout, the connection level constraints and the cell level constraints. Connection

level constraints guarantee a specified call blocking probability and call set-up

time. Cell level constraints guarantee specified cell level performance

parameters such as cell loss ratio, cell average delay or cell delay variation.

Given the operational cost of the network elements, the dimensioning of an

ATM network is the calculation of the capacity and the route of all VPCs as to

achieve the network configuration with the lowest cost.

In the traditional approach, logical networks are configured with end-to-end

VPCs, which greatly simplifies VCC admission control. In this case, the

capacity of each VPC is independent of its route and we can separate the VPC

capacity assignment from the dimensioning problem that calculates the routes of

all VPCs as to achieve the least cost physical network. The capacity assignment

problem can be solved for each VPC, using the two following simple steps:

(i) Calculation of the number of VCCs that observe the specified blocking

probability; under the usual assumptions of Poisson arrivals and

independence between the arrival process and the service distribution, this

step corresponds to an adequate application of the ErlangB formula.

(ii) Calculation of the VCC bandwidth that observes the specified cell level

performance parameters; this step can be solved by assuming peak bit rate

allocation or, more aggressively, by exploiting potential statistical



multiplexing gains through the use of appropriate statistical multiplexing

models.

The network dimensioning problem can be addressed, for example, by

solving a linear integer programming model corresponding to an adequate multi-

commodity capacitated network loading model (see, for instance, [12]) where

the capacities of each commodity (VPC) are given by the previous capacity

assignment problem.

The design of end-to-end VPC logical networks has been the basis for most

of the work done in the last years in the domain of ATM network dimensioning.

This approach has been proposed in different frameworks (e.g.

[3,8,13,14,16,20]): (i) exploiting multi-hour traffic behavior to design

reconfigurable VPC layouts, (ii) addressing the issue of survivability network

design or (iii) exploiting alternative or dynamic routing techniques.

However, network dimensioning assuming end-to-end VPCs does not

explore resource sharing gains since an end-to-end VPC bandwidth is assigned

to each VCC flow. A VPC layout that allows VCC flows to cross multiple VPCs

results in better resource utilization. In the general case, however, it is no longer

possible to separate the capacity assignment from the dimensioning problem (as

it is the case with end-to-end VPC layouts). The connection level and cell level

constraints have to be embedded in the mathematical programming formulation

that simultaneously assigns the capacity and determines the route of each VPC.

This results in non-linear optimization problems which are hard to solve.

Some researchers have proposed different approaches for network

dimensioning using non end-to-end VPCs [1,6,10] but none of them address the

problem of determining the minimum cost network design. Most of these works

propose heuristic approaches where the dimensioning problem is divided into

sub-problems that are sequentially solved. Furthermore, the proposed

approaches do not take into account the topology for the resulting VPC layouts.

It seems also important to point out a different problem that has been

addressed by some researchers [2,7,15]. Given the network topology, the

capacity of each physical link and the traffic requirements of each origin-

destination pair, the objective is to determine the VPC layout and the VCC flow

assignment which maximizes long-term revenue of the network. The problem is

formulated as a non-linear combinatorial optimization model and does not

attempt to design VPC layouts with any particular structured topology. This is

not a network dimensioning problem but it illustrates the kind of complexity that

is required when both VPC capacity assignment and VPC route determination

are combined together into a single optimization model.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for dimensioning ATM networks.

The approach is based on the adoption of a 2-layer hierarchical VPC layout for

each logical network. The 2-layer hierarchical layout divides the network into

disjoint regions and each region has a special node, the border node, responsible

for routing VCC flows to/from other regions. With this layout, we present two

conservative assumptions that enable the separation of the capacity VPC

assignment from the dimensioning problem. We propose an integer

programming model for the network dimensioning problem that allows

significant resource sharing between VCC flows. The network dimensioning

problem assigns the capacity and route of all VPCs and the appropriate border

nodes as to achieve the least cost physical network. Our computational results

show that for networks with 10 nodes, where resource sharing gains are low,

substantial cost savings can be obtained by using the 2-layer VPC layouts when

compared with the traditional end-to-end VPC layout.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the 2-layer

hierarchical topology concept and discusses its operational advantages. In

section III, we discuss the assumptions that make the possible the separation of

VPC capacity assignment from the dimensioning problem. In this section, we

also describe how to solve the capacity assignment problem and present the

network dimensioning model. Section IV presents computational results and

compares the new approach with the traditional end-to-end VPCs based

networks. Finally, section V draws some final remarks.



II. 2-LAYER HIERARCHICAL TOPOLOGY

The 2-layer hierarchical topology is illustrated in Figure 1 for a single

logical network. Network nodes are grouped into disjoint regions. In each region

there is a special node, the border node, which supports the traffic to/from other

regions. The remaining nodes are called interior nodes. Inside each region, a full

mesh of VPCs, representing the lower layer, connects all region nodes. In

addition, a full mesh of VPCs connecting the border nodes provides

communication between regions. This represents the higher layer.

border node

inter-region VPC

interior node

inter-region flow
output VPC

internal VPC

intra-region flow

REGION 2

REGION 1

REGION 3

Figure 1: 2-layer hierarchical virtual path layout

We make a distinction between intra-region and inter-region VCC flows

and VPCs. Intra-region VCC flows are defined between nodes of the same

region, and are conveyed through an intra-region VPC. Inter-region VCC flows

are defined between nodes of different regions. Intra-region VPCs that carry

inter-region flows are called output VPCs. The intra-region VPCs that are not

output VPCs are called interior VPCs and support only the VCC flow between

their end nodes.

Note that all inter-region VCC flows starting/ending at an interior node

share the resources of its output VPC, and that all inter-region VCC flows

between a pair of regions share the resources of a single inter-region VPC.

Therefore, significant resource sharing takes place both at output VPCs and

inter-region VPCs.

The 2-layer hierarchical topology has some important operational

properties. First, it reduces significantly the total number of VPCs that need to

be configured in the network, which in turn simplifies network management. For

example, a VPC layout spanning 12 network nodes requires 66 VPCs with an

end-to-end VPC layout and only a total of 21 VPCs in a 2-layer hierarchical

VPC layout with 3 regions of 4 nodes each, which represents a reduction of

68%. Another important property is that it keeps VCC set-up times low since a

VCC is established through a maximum of 3 VPCs. Finally, this architecture

matches rather well with the usual operating mode of network operators. These

are usually structured in operational regions and they have different kinds of

premises depending on the type of equipment to be installed. In this architecture,

border nodes have the following properties: (i) high aggregate bandwidth

requirements since they support all traffic to/from outside the region and (ii)

high processing capabilities due to signaling requirements. These nodes are

typically installed in administrative premises where operational and maintenance

resources (systems and persons) are permanently available in order to solve

efficiently failure problems. Interior nodes support low aggregate bandwidths

and need low capacity equipment that can be installed in street cabinets.

III. DIMENSIONING MODEL

Unfortunately, the 2-layer concept is hard to model if we do not make

additional assumptions. In order to separate the VPC capacity assignment



problem from the network dimensioning problem, we propose two assumptions.

First we assume that, at each output VPC, there is no resource sharing between

the intra-region VCC flow (the one between its end nodes) and the inter-region

VCC flows that cross it. This is clearly a conservative approximation.

Secondly, we assume that all inter-region VCC flows travel through three

VPCs. For the inter-region VCC flows between an interior and a border node

and between two border nodes, this assumption is equivalent to consider an

extra “dummy” VPC between the border node and its users. This is again a

conservative approach because the calculation of the VPC capacities that meets

a targeted call blocking probability with the extra VPCs guarantees that the

blocking probability is also met without them. With this second assumption, the

inter-region VPC capacities become independent of the border node selection
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Figure 2: Separation of VPC layouts for intra-regions VCC flows (a) and
inter-region VCC flows (b)

These two assumptions allow the separation of the VPC capacity

assignment for the support of intra-region VCC flows and the VPC capacity

assignment for the support of inter-region VCC flows. Consider again the

example of Figure 1. We can separate the VPC layout into one layout for the

support of intra-region VCC flows (Figure 2a) and another for the support of

inter-region VCC flows (Figure 2b). The layout for the support of intra-region

VCC flows includes the intra-region VPCs and the VPC capacities are

calculated in the same way as described for end-to-end VPCs. The layout for the

support of inter-region VCC flows includes the inter-region VPCs and the

output VPCs considering that all nodes are interior (following the second

proposed assumption). These VPC capacities are calculated through the Erlang

fixed-point approximation.

After the calculation of all capacity values of these two layouts, it is

possible to determine the capacity values that each VPC must be assigned to as a

function of the border node selection. As stated before, the inter-region VPC

capacities are independent of the border node selection and are given by the

corresponding capacities calculated in the second layout.
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Figure 3: Illustration on how to calculate intra-region VPC capacities

In the intra-region VPC case, there are three possible cases. Figure 3

illustrates the intra-region VPC capacity calculation. Consider the region

containing nodes 1, 2 and 3. Let b be the VPC capacity to support the VCC flow

between node 2 and 3 (Figure 2a). Let C be the capacity to support all VCC

flows between node 2 and other regions and A be the capacity to support all

VCC flows between node 3 and other regions (Figure 2b). Consider the intra-

region VPC between node 2 and 3 with origin in node 3 and destination in node

2. The VPC capacity is equal to: (i) b if none of its end nodes is a border node;

(ii) b + C if the border node is its origin node (Figure 3a) or (iii) b + A if the

border node is its destination node (Figure 3b). The first value corresponds to



the case that the VPC is an interior node and the two last values correspond to

the case that the VPC is an output VPC.

With the approach proposed in this paper, the complex relationship between

VPC capacity assignment and VPC topology design is reduced to: (i) a single

capacity value for the inter-region VPCs and (ii) a set of 3 possible capacity

values for the intra-region VPCs. This relationship can be modeled with a linear

set of constraints in the dimensioning model of the network.

A. Capacity assignment

Consider the physical topology of the network given by the set of nodes N,

the set of regions R and the set of nodes, Nr, belonging to region r ∈  R. Let S be

the set of services. For each service s ∈  S, let Ls be the set of inter-region VPCs,

Ks be the set of intra-region VPCs and Fs be the set of VCC flows. Flow f of

service s is defined by its offered load s
fρ  (in Erlangs) and the set of end nodes

s
fE .

We assume that, within a service, all VCCs have the same bandwidth

requirement ws. For constant bit rate services, this value is the peak bit rate of

each connection. For variable bit rate services, the VCC bandwidth ws can be

calculated through an additive effective bandwidth approximation that applies to

feed-forward networks (see, for instance, [4] [9]).

Each inter-region VPC l ∈  Ls is characterized by origin region s
lo ∈  R,

destination region s
ld ∈  R and capacity s

lb . Each intra-region VPC k ∈  Ks is

characterized by origin node s
ko , destination node s

kd , region s
kr ∈  R and one of

three possible capacity values. The capacity of an intra-region VPC sp
kb  (p = 0,

1, 2) depends on whether it is an output or an interior VPC. As specified before

the 3 possible cases are: p = 0 corresponding to the case when neither s
ko  nor

s
kd  are border nodes (interior VPC), p = 1 which corresponds to the case when
s
ko  is the border node and p = 2 which corresponds to the case when s

kd  is the

border node.

The VPC capacity assignment problem consists on the calculation of s
lb  and

sp
kb  values based on the topology and traffic classes for all services.

To calculate the VPC capacities related to inter-region traffic classes, we

apply the Erlang fixed-point approximation to the architecture given by Figure

2b. The output VPC with origin/destination in internal node i is denoted by i
~

.

The inter-region VPC that transports inter-region traffic class f is denoted by f .

Let s
vF  be the set of traffic classes belonging to Fs that cross VPC v. Given the

number of VCCs supported by each VPC v, s
vm , the blocking probability of

each inter-region flow f, s
fB , can be determined by:

( )( )( )s
j

s
i

ss
f LLLB

f
~~ 1111 −−−−=     , s ∈  S, f ∈  Fs, i ∈  s

fE , j ∈  s
fE -{i}

with s
vL  denoting the blocking probability of VPC v and calculated by the

following set of fixed point equations (ER[⋅,⋅] represents the ErlangB formula):
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This set of equations results from the Erlang fixed-point approximation and

can be solved through a repeated substitution technique (for more details, see

[18], chapter 5). Through these equations, the capacity (in number of VCCs) of

all VPCs can be used to calculate the blocking probabilities. Our aim is to

calculate the minimum s
vm  values that result in blocking probabilities not larger

than the maximum required blocking probability (referred to as Grade of

Service) for each service. This has not a unique solution. We have adopted the

following algorithm to calculate the s
vm  values. In the first step, the product

bound theorem (see [18], chapter 5) is used to calculate the initial values for the
s
vm . In order to carry out this calculation we assume that blocking probability is

equal in all VPCs and calculate for all traffic classes that cross VPC v, the

minimum feasible value of s
vm  that has blocking probability not higher than:

3 11 GoSP −−≤ν



where GoS is the maximum call blocking probability for the supported service.

Next, we examine each VPC v, reduce its s
vm  value by one unit and check

whether the resulting blocking probabilities for all inter-region traffic classes

meet the required Grade of Service (through the resolution of the previous

equations). If this check is successful, the new s
vm value is accepted. This

operation is repeated until all VPCs have been unsuccessfully checked. After all
s
vm  values have been determined, the VPC capacities can then be calculated in

the following way:

s
lb = s

lsmw

1s
kb = 0s

kb + s
ismw ~  , i = s

kd

2s
kb = 0s

kb + s
ismw ~ , i = s

ko .

B. Routing and border node location optimization

We follow [12] and model the routing and border node location

optimization problem as an adequate arc-flow network flow problem.

Let E be the set of edges {i,j} representing physical links between pairs of

nodes and let A be the set of arcs (i,j) such that if {i,j} ∈  E then both (i,j) and

(j,i) are in A. An arc (i,j) represents the physical link {i,j} in the direction from i

to j. For each {i,j} ∈  E consider a link capacity unit to be installed in the link

{i,j}. Let α be the capacity of such link capacity unit and let }{ijC  be its

associated operational and maintenance cost.

Our model involves the following set of variables:

a) Integer variables }{ijy  that define the number of link capacity units to be

installed on edge {i,j}.

b) Routing binary variables skp
ijx  (p=0,1,2) for intra-region VPCs that

indicate whether intra-region VPC k of service s uses arc (i,j) when i) neither s
ko

nor s
kd  are border nodes (p = 0), ii) s

ko  is the border node (p = 1) or iii) s
kd  is

the border node (p = 2).

c) Routing binary variables sl
ijx  for inter-region VPCs that indicate whether

inter-region VPC l of service s uses arc (i,j).

d) Node selection binary variables sr
iz that indicate whether node i ∈  Nr is

the border node of region r ∈  R for service s (assuming that different border

nodes can be selected for different services).

The routing and border node location optimization problem can be modeled

by the following integer programming formulation:

Minimize ∑
∈

⋅
Eji

ijij yC
},{

}{}{ (A)
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skp
ijx ∈  {0,1}, sl

ijx ∈  {0,1}, sr
iz ∈  {0,1}, }{ijy ≥ 0 and integer

Constraints (B-D) are the lower layer constraints. They guarantee that for

each intra-region VPC k and each service s the corresponding skp
ijx  variables

define a path from its origin node to its destination node at least for one of the

values of index p. Constraints (E-I) are the upper layer constraints. Constraints

(E-G) guarantee that, for each inter-region VPC l the sl
ijx  variables define a path

from one node of its origin region to another node of its destination region.

Constraints (H) and (I), together with the three previous sets of constraints,

guarantee that all inter-region VPCs with origin/destination in a given region r,

have their origin/destination node in the same region node (which is the border

node). Constraints (J-K) guarantee that the border node selection (done through

the upper layer constraints) is consistent with the values of the skp
ijx  variables

with respect to the index p (done in lower layer constraints). For each intra-

region VPC, it is sufficient to impose this consistency for the origin node since

constraints (B-D) guarantee consistency for the remaining nodes in the

corresponding path. Constraints (L) are the capacity constraints and guarantee

that the number of link capacity units installed on each link has enough capacity

to accommodate all VPCs that use the link.

We have also addressed a slightly different version of the model, which

imposes that for each region the border nodes must be the same for all services.

This constraint usually arises as a request from network operators for

operational reasons. In this case, we replace the variables sr
iz  by the binary

variables r
iz that indicate whether node i ∈  Nr is the border node of region r ∈  R

and leave everything else unchanged. This guarantees that the choice of a border

node for each region becomes independent of the service.

Clearly, we want to compare the dimensioning results taken from the 2-

layer hierarchical topology approach with the results obtained from the

traditional end-to-end VPCs approach. Thus, we have also considered the

following network flow based integer programming formulation for the

traditional approach:

Minimize ∑
∈

⋅
Eji

ijij yC
},{

}{}{
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In this model Ks is the set of end-to-end VPCs of service s and each VPC k

∈  Ks is defined by its origin s
ko , destination s

kd  and capacity s
kb . Capacity

values s
kb  are previously calculated through the ErlangB formula.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The computational experiments reported in this paper were based on the

example network of Figure 4 with 10 nodes and 16 edges. We have considered a

link capacity unit of 34 Mbps (which is equivalent to E3 links - PDH hierarchy).

We have computed the corresponding cost values by assigning a fixed cost of

value equal to 6 to link terminations plus a cost of 0.2 per unit length to each

link. The resulting costs range from the value 16, for the shortest link between

nodes 1 and 2, to the value 22 for the longest link between nodes 7 and 10. We



have considered 2 services, each one spanning 9 nodes. The VCC bandwidth is

64 kbps for one service and 128 kbps for the other service. A Grade of Service

of 1% was considered for both services. For the 2-layer hierarchical model, we

have considered 3 regions: region one includes nodes 1, 2 and 3; region two

includes nodes 4, 5, 6 and 7 and region 3 includes nodes 8, 9 and 10.
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5 6

7 8

9

10

Figure 4: 10 node network example

We have considered 10 different scenarios. In each scenario, 9 service

nodes were randomly selected for each service and traffic values (in Erlangs)

were generated for all pairs of service nodes. Traffic values were generated with

a uniform density function between 1 and 10 Erlangs for both services. Table 1

summarizes the computational results obtained with the two approaches, the

traditional one and the 2-layer hierarchical one. We also note that with respect to

the 2-layer approach we have also considered two cases: (i) the hierarchical

layout allowing different border nodes for each service and (ii) the hierarchical

layout with the same border node for all services. The table also gives the gains

(in percentage and in brackets) that are obtained with the 2-layer hierarchical

models when compared to the traditional model. The last row gives the average

gains obtained with the new approach.

End-to-End
VPCs

2-Layer
Hierarchical
(Diff. B.N.)

2-Layer
Hierarchical
(Same B.N.)

1 183 176 (3.8%) 176 (3.8%)

2 204 176 (13.7%) 189 (7.4%)

3 214 192 (10.3%) 192 (10.3%)

4 196 176 (10.2%) 177 (9.7%)

5 195 178 (8.7%) 178 (8.7%)

6 216 178 (17.6%) 178 (17.6%)

7 206 164 (20.4%) 164 (20.4%)

8 204 176 (13.7%) 176 (13.7%)

9 210 191 (9.0%) 191 (9.0%)

10 206 178 (13.6%) 178 (13.6%)

Average gains: 12.1% 11.4%

Table 1: Computational results

The computational results show that the 2-layer hierarchical layout produces

cost savings for the dimensioned networks, with average gains of 12.1% and

11.4%, when these are compared with the costs of the dimensioned networks

produced with the traditional approach. These results seem to be quite

satisfactory since they were obtained for a small network of 10 nodes. Higher

cost savings are expected for larger networks since resource sharing is higher

and the assumptions made become negligible.

The results also show that allowing different border nodes per service

produce solutions that are not worse than the ones obtained when border nodes

are constrained to be the same for all services. This makes sense since the set of

feasible solutions for the second model is contained in the set of solutions of the

first model. Although the two hierarchical strategies produce solutions with the



same cost for most of the scenarios, there is at least one scenario (scenario 2)

where the first strategy produces a significantly better solution.

The models were solved with a branch-and-bound algorithm using the

CPLEX 6.0 package [22] running in a standard 400MHz PC platform with 128

Mbytes of RAM memory. The models were solved up to optimality with

maximum computing times of 4 hours (although most of the scenarios were

solved in less than one hour).

We now discuss the computational efficiency of the integer programming

formulations corresponding to each approach. We have concluded that the 2-

layer hierarchical models seem to be slightly easier to solve than the traditional

model. This is confirmed by our computational experience since the two 2-layer

hierarchical models have been solved, on average, three times faster than the

traditional model. Note that there is a simple explanation for this, namely that

the two 2-layer hierarchical models have fewer variables than the traditional

model since the latter contains a larger number of VPCs. We also note that the

border node variables can play an important role in speeding up the

computations. In our experiments, we have noticed that many route binary

variables become integer valued whenever the value of the border node

variables is fixed. Thus, we have made the branch-and-bound algorithm more

efficient by giving a higher priority to these variables in the node selection

strategy.

V. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we have proposed a new approach for the design of ATM

based logical networks. Besides its operational advantages over the traditional

end-to-end VPC design strategy, the 2-layer hierarchical strategy can achieve

significant resource sharing in VPCs that support different VCC flows. We have

also developed an integer programming formulation for dimensioning the

network using the new strategy. We have dimensioned a 10 node network where

2 VPC layouts were configured. The dimensioning model was solved to the

optimality using a standard branch-and-bound algorithm. Results show that even

for a small network as the 10 node example given, the 2-layer hierarchical

layout can achieve significant gains over the traditional design strategy based on

end-to-end VPCs.

As we have noted before, the model given for the traditional approach is

simply a capacitated network loading model as described in [11]. The study

performed in [11] shows that this problem is rather difficult to solve and that the

Linear Programming relaxation of the given model is quite weak. The model for

our approach also exhibits some of the features of a network loading problem.

Thus, we can not hope to solve to optimality problems with a much larger

number of nodes. However, we can resort to heuristics. Some ongoing work is

being done on developing Lagrangean heuristics which are based on a

Lagrangean relaxation derived from the model described in this paper.

As a final remark, we note that although this approach has been studied in

the framework of ATM networks, it can be easily adapted for any packet

switching technology that supports logical networks such as MPLS (see [17] and

[21]). In MPLS networks, label-switched paths (LSPs) can be used to set-up

logical networks in much the same way as VPCs do in ATM networks. Thus a

2-layer hierarchical layout of LSPs, can be used for the purpose of traffic

engineering in MPLS, with the same operational advantages as in ATM

networks.
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